THE EVOLVING INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS SYSTEM

By Thomas Buergenthal*

Few, if any, branches of international law have undergone such dramatic growth and evolution as international human rights in the one hundred years since the founding of the American Society of International Law. This branch of international law did not really come into its own until after World War II. Before then, what today we would broadly characterize as human rights law consisted of diffuse or unrelated legal principles and institutional arrangements that were in one way or another designed to protect certain categories or groups of human beings. Included in this mix prior to World War I were state responsibility for injuries to aliens, international humanitarian law (as we know it today), the protection of minorities, and humanitarian intervention.

The end of World War I and the establishment of the League of Nations produced the post-war treaties for the protection of minorities, whose application was limited to certain countries. The Covenant of the League of Nations provided for a mandates system, consisting of rudimentary normative and institutional processes for the protection of the indigenous populations of some former colonies. These developments, however, did not result in a comprehensive body of law that could be denominated international human rights law, although a few legal scholars promoted the concept. Some of them even succeeded in having the Institute of International Law (Institut de droit international or Institute) adopt a “Declaration of the International Rights of Man” (Declaration) in 1929. After emphasizing in its preamble that “the juridical conscience of the civilized world demands the recognition for the individual of rights preserved from all infringement on the part of the State,” the Declaration asserted that it was the duty of states to recognize for all individuals, “without distinction as to nationality, sex, race, language, or religion,” the right to life, liberty, and property; it further declared that states had the duty to recognize to all individuals the free exercise of religion and freedom to use the language of their choice.

That the subject of human rights was still very much in its infancy is apparent from an Editorial Comment by Philip Marshall Brown that appeared in the American Journal of International Law in 1930, reporting on the 1929 meeting of the Institute and the adoption of its
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Declaration. The author noted that the Declaration “aims not merely to assure individuals their international rights, but it aims also to impose on all nations a standard of conduct towards all men, including their own nationals.” Noting that the Declaration “thus repudiates the classic doctrine that states alone are subjects of international law,” Brown continued: “Such a revolutionary document, while open to criticism in terminology and to the objection that it has no juridical value, cannot fail, however, to exert an influence on the evolution of international law.”

Even as late as 1937, Hersch Lauterpacht, as editor of the fifth edition of Oppenheim’s International Law—his first edition of that work—left intact the book’s section entitled “The Law of Nations and the Rights of Man,” which denied that such rights existed, but commented in a footnote as follows:

The principles of [the 1929] Declaration are not expressive of the law and practice of many States; neither is their non-observance treated by other States as a breach of International Law. But it is believed that the development of International Law in accordance with its true function is, in the last resort, bound up with the triumph of the spirit expressed in these principles.

It is therefore not surprising that the subject of human rights received little attention in the Journal until the late 1940s. Instead, the topics treated until then included humanitarian intervention, minority rights, mandates, and state responsibility for injuries to aliens. None of these legal doctrines, with the possible exception of humanitarian intervention, protected individual human beings as such. Both the minorities and mandates systems sought to safeguard the rights of persons belonging either to certain minority groups or to indigenous or colonial peoples. The law applicable to state responsibility was intended to protect the rights of foreigners. International human rights law as we know it today, while it embraces all these subjects, seeks to protect individual human beings without regard to their nationality or other status. That is its most distinguishing characteristic and overarching value.

In dealing with the evolution of international human rights law, this essay focuses on the evolution of legal norms and institutional mechanisms for the protection of civil and political rights. Limitations of space did not permit me, except in passing, to deal with comparable norms and institutions applicable to economic, social, and cultural rights, or with so-called peoples’ rights or other emerging substantive and institutional elements of contemporary international human rights law. This essay thus presents only one aspect, or part, of the burgeoning human rights revolution.

I. EARLY INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

The regional human rights machinery in existence today, as well as the plethora of United Nations human rights bodies, traces its antecedents to League of Nations institutions that dealt
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with minorities’ rights and mandated territories. After World War I, the Allied and Associated Powers concluded a series of treaties with Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Poland, Romania, Turkey, and Yugoslavia for the protection of the rights of the minorities living in those countries. The League agreed to become the guarantor of the obligations the states parties assumed in these treaties. It performed that function by developing special mechanisms, including so-called Committees of Three that reviewed petitions from minorities charging violations of their rights. Serious legal questions that grew out of these reviews were frequently submitted by the Council of the League to the Permanent Court of International Justice, which produced an extensive jurisprudence on the subject.

The League of Nations mandates system applied only to the former colonies of the states that were defeated in World War I. Under Article 22 of the League’s Covenant, these colonies were transformed into mandates to be administered by some of the victorious powers in that war. Article 22 further provided that the mandatory states were to administer the mandated territories in accordance with “the principle that the well-being and development of [indigenous] peoples form a sacred trust of civilisation.” These states also assumed the obligation to report annually to the League on the discharge of their responsibilities as mandatories. A Mandates Commission, established by the League, was charged with reviewing these reports. Had the League survived, the commission might have been able to transform itself over time into an effective mechanism capable of ensuring that the mandatory powers complied with their obligations. It might also have been able gradually to strengthen these obligations. Although the dissolution of the League of Nations put an end to the work of the commission, some of its functions devolved on the United Nations Trusteeship Council, which was entrusted with powers to supervise the administration of the remaining mandates and other non-self-governing territories. Once most of these territories acquired their independence, the Trusteeship Council itself was abolished.

II. THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTER

International human rights law, as we know it today, begins with the Charter of the United Nations. According to its Article 1(3), one of the purposes of the United Nations is the
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achievement of “international co-operation in . . . promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.” That the UN Charter should have listed this subject among the Organization’s purposes is not surprising, considering that it was drafted in the aftermath of World War II, the Holocaust, and the murder of millions of innocent human beings. But contrary to what might have been expected given this background, the Charter did not impose any concrete human rights obligations on the UN member states. Although a group of smaller countries and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) attending the San Francisco Conference fought for the inclusion of an international bill of rights in the Charter,13 these efforts failed, principally because they were opposed by the major powers.14

Instead of a bill of rights, the San Francisco Conference adopted some intentionally vague Charter provisions on human rights. The two major human rights provisions, in addition to Article 1(3) referred to above, are Articles 55 and 56. Article 55 reads in part as follows:

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:

. . .

(c) universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

Article 56 of the Charter provides, in turn, that “[a]ll Members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55.”15 The vagueness of these human rights provisions, read together with the nonintervention clause found in Article 2(7) of the Charter,16 tended for years to hamper serious UN action in confronting human rights violations. State claims based on Article 2(7) were gradually rejected by a majority of the UN membership.17 But they continued to be regularly made in different UN organs by states that wanted, and in the early days frequently managed, to defeat, or at least weaken, some proposed human rights measures by arguing that how
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they treated their nationals essentially fell within their domestic jurisdiction, and hence was protected against UN intervention under Article 2(7). 18

Despite their vagueness, however, the human rights provisions of the Charter did prove to have important consequences.19 In time, the membership of the United Nations came to accept the proposition that the Charter had internationalized the concept of human rights. This did not mean that as soon as the Charter entered into force, all human rights issues were ipso facto no longer essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of states. It did mean, though, that states were deemed to have assumed some international obligations relating to human rights. Although the full scope of these rights remained to be defined, states could no longer validly claim that human rights as such were essentially domestic in character. Equally important, the obligation imposed by Article 56 on UN member states, which requires them to cooperate with the Organization in the promotion of human rights, provided the United Nations with the requisite legal authority to embark on what became a massive lawmaking effort to define and codify these rights. The centerpiece of this effort was the proclamation in 1948 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.20 The adoption of a large number of human rights conventions followed, including the two International Covenants on Human Rights in 1966. These two treaties, together with the human rights provisions of the Charter and the Universal Declaration, constitute the International Bill of Rights. Although the Universal Declaration was adopted as a nonbinding UN General Assembly resolution and was intended, as its preamble indicates, to provide “a common understanding” of the human rights and fundamental freedoms mentioned in the Charter, it has come to be accepted as a normative instrument in its own right. Together with the Charter, the Universal Declaration is now considered to spell out the general human rights obligations of all UN member states.21

III. UN HUMAN RIGHTS LAW AND PRACTICE

UN human rights law has evolved over the past sixty years along two parallel paths, one based on the UN Charter, the other on the human rights treaties adopted by the Organization. The Charter-based system comprises the human rights principles and institutional mechanisms
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that different UN organs have developed in the exercise of their Charter powers. The treaty-based system consists of a large number of human rights treaties drafted under UN auspices that codify much of the international human rights law in existence today. Some of these treaties also establish institutional mechanisms to monitor compliance by the states parties with the obligations imposed by these instruments.

The Charter-Based System

The UN Human Rights Council, the successor to the Human Rights Commission, lies at the center of the Charter-based system, followed by the Commission on the Status of Women and various subsidiary bodies of the Council, such as the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, formerly the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. Although the Human Rights Commission took the position into the mid-1960s that it lacked the power to act on violations of human rights brought to its attention, that attitude began to change as more and more newly independent states joined the United Nations and campaigned for UN antiapartheid measures. They argued that the United Nations had the requisite authority to take such action because a state that practiced apartheid could not be said to be “promoting” human rights without discrimination, as required by Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter. This argument gradually prevailed, prompting the General Assembly to call on South Africa to end apartheid and on Southern Rhodesia to do away with its racial discrimination policies. The Economic and Social Council followed up with a series of resolutions on the subject. In one of the earliest, ECOSOC authorized the Human Rights Commission “to make a thorough study of situations which reveal a consistent pattern of violations of human rights, as exemplified by the policy of apartheid as practised in the Republic of South Africa . . . , and racial discrimination as practised notably in Southern Rhodesia.” This narrow mandate was expanded a few years later when ECOSOC empowered the Commission and its subcommission to act on complaints from groups and individuals that revealed “a consistent pattern of gross and reliably attested violations of human rights.” This resolution opened the way for the Commission and subcommission to deal with gross violations of human rights in general, that is, whether or not they involved apartheid or racial discrimination.

These and related ECOSOC resolutions enabled the Human Rights Commission gradually to develop a growing number of UN Charter-based mechanisms for dealing with large-scale human rights violations. Today the system consists of mushrooming rapporteur and special-mission components, as well as the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights with its own bureaucracy. (It is too early to say what changes in this practice, if any, the newly established Human Rights Council will adopt.) These institutions derive their
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normative legitimacy from the Charter itself and from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.\textsuperscript{26}

\textit{The Treaty-Based System}

The treaty-based human rights system of the United Nations began with the adoption by the General Assembly of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide on December 9, 1948, one day before the proclamation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Since then the United Nations has adopted a large number of human rights treaties.\textsuperscript{27} The most important of these are the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women; the Convention on the Rights of the Child; and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. With the exception of the Genocide Convention and the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, each of the foregoing treaties provides for a so-called “treaty body,” which consists of a committee of independent experts that monitors compliance by the states parties with the obligations they assumed by ratifying these conventions. Some years after the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights entered into force, ECOSOC created a similar body for that Covenant by resolution.\textsuperscript{28}

Although the six treaty bodies in existence today are not judicial institutions, they have had to interpret and apply their respective conventions in reviewing and commenting on the periodic reports the states parties must submit to them, and in dealing with the individual complaints that some treaty bodies are authorized to receive. This practice has produced a substantial body of international human rights law.\textsuperscript{29} While one can debate the question of the nature of this law and whether or not it is law at all, the fact remains that the normative findings of the treaty bodies have legal significance, as evidenced by references to them in international and domestic judicial decisions.\textsuperscript{30}

Over the years numerous states have ratified the human rights treaties the United Nations and its specialized agencies have adopted.\textsuperscript{31} These conventions not only have internationalized
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the subject of human rights as between the parties to them, but also to the same extent have internationalized the individual human rights these treaties guarantee. Since some of these treaties have been very widely ratified by member states of the international community, they may be viewed as creating an entire body of customary international human rights law. Nonstates parties may therefore find it increasingly difficult to claim that the human rights guarantees these treaties proclaim, particularly those from which derogation is not permitted, impose no legal obligations on them.

The General Assembly and the Security Council

Even in the days when the power of the General Assembly to deal with charges that member states were engaging in large-scale violations of human rights gave rise to lengthy debates based on Article 2(7) of the Charter, the Assembly was nevertheless able to adopt some resolutions calling on at least some of the states to stop these practices. Its early resolutions, however, tended to be rather mild or timid. But as time went by and it relied increasingly on a more expansive reading of the human rights provisions of the Charter and the normative significance of the Universal Declaration, the General Assembly became more assertive and demanding in its resolutions. In the case of particularly egregious violations, such as those involving apartheid, the General Assembly even invited states to impose sanctions.32

The nonbinding character of General Assembly resolutions tended to diminish their effectiveness as a tool for putting an end to large-scale violations of human rights. For many years, the Security Council, while having the power under Chapter VII of the Charter to adopt binding resolutions and to order enforcement measures, including economic sanctions and military action, could rarely agree on taking such measures, even in cases involving egregious human rights violations that could readily be characterized as a threat to the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter. That situation changed to a large extent with the end of the Cold War, which had prevented unanimity among the Council’s permanent members. With increasing frequency, the Security Council has exercised its powers under Chapter VII in situations involving massive violations of human rights. What we are seeing today, despite the Council’s ambivalence in dealing forcefully with the human tragedy being played out in Darfur, is the gradual emergence of a modern version of collective humanitarian intervention. This development can be attributed to the convergence of two important factors: the growing assertion of power by the Security Council in the post-Cold War era and the expanding willingness of the international community to confront massive violations of human rights with economic sanctions or force, if necessary.33
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Overall Achievement of the United Nations

The most important contribution of the United Nations to the protection of human rights consists of the many human rights instruments—resolutions, declarations, and conventions—it has adopted since it came into being. These instruments, together with the human rights provisions of the Charter, laid the normative foundation of the contemporary international human rights revolution. They inspired the lawmaking processes that created the European, inter-American, and African human rights systems. They have also influenced, in part at least, the contents of the legal norms under which international criminal tribunals operate today.

The six UN treaty bodies, which currently supervise the implementation of the major UN human rights conventions, have played an important role over the years in strengthening the international human rights system. Although their powers are limited, these bodies have been able gradually to examine ever more intrusively the human rights policies and practices of the states parties to these conventions. This process—the review of the periodic reports these states must submit to the treaty bodies—has required the states publicly to explain and defend their human rights policies every few years. The very knowledge that their human rights policies will be scrutinized in this fashion by one or the other treaty body puts pressure on states to reexamine these policies and may lead to an improvement in the human rights situation in some countries at a minimum. This entire process also makes those states that are not parties to these treaties aware of the progressive internationalization of almost all aspects of their national human rights policies. That, in turn, cannot but have beneficial consequences in at least some countries as far as their human rights situations are concerned.

It must be recognized, however, that the United Nations and its various human rights institutions are largely ineffectual in dealing with individual human rights violations. Here, the regional human rights systems, dealt with below, are more effective. Unfortunately, regional human rights systems have been established in only three regions of the world, even though they are needed in every one. The UN system is better equipped to deal with large-scale violations of human rights, for which it commands the necessary political, military, and public relations resources. The great weakness of the UN system, particularly its Charter-based system, is its susceptibility to politicization. Politicization has resulted in the frequent condemnation of certain violators of human rights while others, some even more blatant, escape criticism. The replacement of the UN Human Rights Commission with the new Human Rights Council was designed to address this problem but is unlikely to resolve it, if only because the United Nations is a political body whose actions are determined by political considerations.34 The Organization can do only what a majority of its member states want it to do, and many states prefer to do as little as possible about human rights violations, particularly those committed by their friends or allies. This reality is frequently lost sight of when UN human rights action or inaction is criticized.

IV. REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS SYSTEMS

The European Convention on Human Rights ushered in the first regional system for the protection of human rights. It was followed by the inter-American and African systems. All
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three of the existing systems seek in one form or another to supplement the human rights efforts of the United Nations by providing protective mechanisms suited to their regions. In addition to guaranteeing many of the human rights that various UN instruments proclaim, each regional system also codifies those rights to which the region attaches particular importance because of its political and legal traditions, its history and culture.

The European Human Rights System

The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms established what has become the most effective international system for the protection of individual human rights to date. It has also served as a model for the two other regional human rights systems. The Convention traces its origin to the late 1940s, when the states constituting the Council of Europe, then a grouping of Western European states only, concluded that UN efforts to produce a treaty transforming the lofty principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights into a binding international bill of rights would take many years to come to fruition. Rather than wait, they decided that the Council of Europe should proceed on its own. The justification for not waiting was expressed in the preamble to the European Convention, which stated that the members of the Council of Europe were “resolved, as the Governments of European countries which are like-minded and have a common heritage of political traditions, ideals, freedom and the rule of law, to take the first steps for the collective enforcement of certain of the rights stated in the Universal Declaration.”

By 1953, the ten ratifications necessary to bring the Convention into force had been deposited, and a total of forty-six states are now parties to it. This dramatic increase in its membership is due in large measure to the geopolitical transformation of Europe that resulted from the demise of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War. Today most European states are members of the Council of Europe and states parties to the Convention, including Russia and some former Soviet Republics, as well as the United Kingdom, France, and Germany. In the meantime, the Convention itself and the system it established have also been significantly transformed.

When the European Convention entered into force, it guaranteed only a dozen basic civil and political rights. The list of these rights has grown significantly over the years with the adoption of additional protocols that have expanded the Convention’s catalog of rights. In the meantime, these rights have been extensively interpreted by the Convention institutions and the national courts of the member states. In the process, the meaning and scope of these rights also have increasingly come to reflect the contemporary needs of European society. The result
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is a modern body of human rights law to which other international, regional, and national institutions frequently look when interpreting and applying their own human rights instruments.

In addition, the institutions of the European Convention have undergone extensive changes. The original Convention machinery consisted of a European Commission and Court of Human Rights. The main function of the Commission was to pass on the admissibility of all applications, both interstate and individual. Of the various admissibility requirements, the exhaustion of domestic remedies occupied much of the Commission’s time. Because not all states parties to the Convention had been required to accept the jurisdiction of the Court when they ratified the Convention, the Commission also had to deal with cases that were not or could not be referred to the Court. At that time, only states and the Commission had standing to bring cases to the Court; individuals did not.

The institutional structure of the European system was substantially changed with the adoption of Protocol No. 11 to the Convention, which entered into force in 1998. It abolished the Commission and gave individuals direct access to the Court. The Convention thus became the first human rights treaty to give individuals standing to file cases directly with the appropriate tribunal. Today the European Court numbers forty-six judges, that is, a judge for each member state of the Council of Europe. The Plenary Court, which consists of all judges, exercises mainly administrative functions. The judicial work of the Court is performed by three bodies of judges: Committees (three judges), Chambers (seven judges), and the Grand Chamber (seventeen judges). The Committees are authorized to reject, by unanimous vote, individual applications as inadmissible. Chambers deal with the remaining admissibility issues and the merits of most interstate and individual applications. The Grand Chamber has a dual function. Under certain circumstances, particularly when a Chamber is called upon to decide serious questions of interpretation of the Convention or its protocols, it may opt to relinquish its jurisdiction in favor of the Grand Chamber. In certain “exceptional cases,” the Grand Chamber may also act as an appellate tribunal and hear cases already decided by a Chamber.

Over time, the European Court of Human Rights for all practical purposes has become Europe’s constitutional court in matters of civil and political rights. Its judgments are routinely followed by the national courts of the states parties to the Convention, their legislatures, and their national governments. The Convention itself has acquired the status of domestic law
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Under Article 24 of the Convention, the Commission had automatic jurisdiction to deal with any case referred to it by one state party against another state party. But Article 25 authorized individuals to bring cases to the Commission against a state party only if the state had filed a declaration with the Commission recognizing the right of private petition to do so.

For the Court to have jurisdiction to hear any case referred to it by either the Commission or a state party required a prior declaration by the state party accepting the Court’s jurisdiction under the Article 46 that was then in force.


Id., Art. 43.

in most of the states parties and can be invoked as such in their courts.\textsuperscript{45} While at times some of the newer states parties find it difficult to live up to their obligations under the Convention, a substantial majority of states applies the Convention faithfully and routinely.

The success of the European Convention system has brought with it a caseload for the Court that it has found more and more difficult to cope with.\textsuperscript{46} To address this problem, in 2004 the Council of Europe adopted Protocol No. 14 to the Convention.\textsuperscript{47} Once it enters into force, the Protocol should enable the Court to reduce its caseload substantially by a variety of methods, some of which have not escaped criticism because they are likely to result, so it is claimed, in the automatic rejection of many meritorious cases.\textsuperscript{48} It cannot be doubted, however, that the current caseload has become unmanageable, seriously impeding the effective implementation of the Convention.\textsuperscript{49}

\textit{The Inter-American Human Rights System}

When the Charter of the Organization of American States (OAS) was adopted in Bogotá, Colombia, in 1948, it made only general references to human rights. But the same Bogotá conference also proclaimed the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, though merely in the form of a nonbinding conference resolution. Before the American Convention on Human Rights entered into force in 1978, the human rights provisions of the OAS Charter, read together with the American Declaration, provided the sole, albeit rather weak, legal basis for the protection of human rights by the OAS.\textsuperscript{50}

Until 1960, the OAS made no serious effort to create a mechanism for the enforcement of these rights. That year the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights was established. Composed of seven independent experts elected by the General Assembly of the OAS, the Commission was charged with the promotion of the rights proclaimed in the American Declaration. It was to perform this task by preparing country studies and by adopting resolutions of a general character only. Six years later, the Commission was authorized to establish a limited petition system that allowed it to receive individual communications, charging large-scale violations of a selected number of basic rights set out in the American Declaration, including the right to life, equality before the law, freedom of religion, freedom from arbitrary arrest, and the
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right to due process of law. During this period, the Commission was hampered in the exercise of its functions because, rather than being a Charter organ, it was designated an “autonomous entity” of the OAS, which denied it the requisite constitutional status to be taken seriously by the member states. This unsatisfactory state of affairs was remedied in 1970 with the entry into force of the Protocol of Buenos Aires. It amended the OAS Charter and transformed the Commission into a Charter organ whose “principal function shall be to promote the observance and protection of human rights and to serve as a consultative organ of the Organization in these matters.”

In the early years of its existence, both as autonomous entity and later as Charter organ, the Commission was kept busy preparing reports on human rights situations in various countries. These reports were grounded in on-site visits and information in petitions presented to it. The Commission adopted its first country reports in the early 1960s. These dealt with the human rights situations in Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic. Only the Dominican Republic granted permission for a visit to the country, making it the first OAS member state to host a so-called in loco or on-site investigation by the Commission. During that on-site visit, the Commission criss-crossed the country, held hearings, and met with different groups of claimants. This modus operandi was subsequently adopted for on-site visits generally. The Commission’s most dramatic on-site investigation took place in Argentina. There it verified the allegations of the massive forced disappearances that had occurred in that country during its “dirty war.” The publication of its report on the Argentine situation had a highly beneficial impact on conditions in that country. For many years, even after the entry into force of the American Convention on Human Rights, the Commission’s in loco investigations occupied much of its time, primarily because in the 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s many Latin American countries continued to be ruled by authoritarian regimes that engaged in widespread violations of human rights. Most of these states did not, of course, ratify the Convention until the installation of democratic regimes in their countries. The investigations and reports of the Commission provided the only means for pressuring these states to improve their human rights conditions.

The American Convention on Human Rights was concluded in San José, Costa Rica, in 1969 and came into force in 1978. Like the European Convention, the American Convention guarantees only civil and political rights. While the list of rights the European Convention

51 See generally BUERGENTHAL, SHELTON, & STEWART, supra note 21, at 228–41.
56 Economic, social, and cultural rights are dealt with in a parallel treaty of the Organization of American States, namely, the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights—the "Protocol of San Salvador"—which entered into force on November 16, 1999. For a review of the various inter-American instruments relating to these rights and the relevant practice under them, see
guarantees has grown with the adoption of further protocols, the drafters of the American Convention opted for a comprehensive instrument that drew heavily on the much more extensive catalog of rights enumerated in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. However, not all the rights guaranteed in the American Convention are derived from the Civil and Political Covenant. Some of them reflect the historical and cultural traditions of the Americas, such as the provision that guarantees the right to life. It provides, inter alia, that this right “shall be protected by law and, in general, from the moment of conception.”

Delegates from Latin America’s overwhelmingly Catholic countries insisted on this provision during the drafting of the Convention.

The institutional structure of the American Convention is modeled on that of the European Convention as originally drafted, that is, before its Protocol No. 11 entered into force. The American Convention provides for a seven-member Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and an Inter-American Court of Human Rights of seven judges. Because the Commission established by the Convention retains the powers its predecessor exercised as an OAS Charter organ, all OAS member states have the right to nominate and elect the members of the Commission. But only the states parties to the Convention may nominate and elect the judges of the Court. Since to date not all OAS member states have ratified the Convention, the Commission continues to apply the human rights provisions of the Charter and the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man to these states, besides acting as a Convention organ with regard to the states parties to that instrument. Importantly, this dual role of the Commission permits it to deal with massive violations of human rights that, though not within its jurisdiction as a Convention organ, it can address as a Charter organ regardless of whether or not the state in question is a party to the Convention. By contrast, the European Convention applies in principle only to individual human rights violations as such.

By ratifying the American Convention, states are automatically considered to have accepted the jurisdiction of the Commission to hear cases brought against them by individuals. Inter-state complaints can be heard by the Commission only if the applicant and respondent states have each filed a separate declaration accepting the Commission’s jurisdiction to receive such complaints. Until Protocol No. 11 to the European Convention on Human Rights entered into force, no other human rights instrument conferred on individuals the favorable status they enjoy under the American Convention. The Inter-American Commission passes on the admissibility of individual and interstate communications. If the matter is not referred to the Inter-American Court, the Commission examines the merits of the case, assists in efforts to work out a friendly settlement, and, failing that, makes findings on the merits. If the state party in question has accepted the jurisdiction of the Court, the Commission or an interested state may refer the case to the Court. Individuals have no standing to do so. Nevertheless, since 2001, once

Fabién Salvioli, La protección de los derechos económicos, sociales y culturales en el sistema interamericano de derechos humanos, REVISTA IIDH, Jan.–June 2004, at 101.

57 American Convention on Human Rights, Art. 4(1), Nov. 22, 1969, 1144 UNTS 123 [hereinafter American Convention]; see also id., Art. 14 (Right of Reply), Art. 7(6) (Right to Personal Liberty). The latter provision proclaims a kind of anticipatory habeas corpus right.

58 The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights is thus both an OAS Charter organ and a Convention organ.

59 American Convention, supra note 57, Art. 34. The Convention allows not only victims of a violation of the Convention or their representatives to bring a case to the Commission, but also “any person or group of persons, or any nongovernmental entity legally recognized in one or more member states” of the OAS. Id., Art. 44. This provision proved to be particularly useful during the time in the Americas when forced disappearances were widely practiced by governments, enabling NGOs to file petitions on behalf of the disappeared.
a case has been referred to the Court, individuals have been permitted to appear before it to plead their case.\(^{60}\) While in the early years of the Court’s existence, the Commission tended to refer cases to it rarely, this situation changed in 2001 when it adopted new Rules of Procedure,\(^{61}\) which provide, with some minor exceptions, for referral to the Court of all cases of noncompliance by states with the Commission’s recommendations.\(^{62}\)

Today the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which has both contentious and advisory jurisdiction, plays an ever more important role in the inter-American human rights system.\(^{63}\) Most of the states that have ratified the Convention to date have now also accepted the Court’s contentious jurisdiction. The American Convention, moreover, allows OAS member states, whether or not they have ratified the Convention, and all OAS organs to request advisory opinions from the Court, seeking the interpretation of the Convention or of other human rights treaties of the inter-American system. Advisory opinions may also be sought on the compatibility with the Convention of national legislation.\(^{64}\) Because the Court’s case law has grown significantly since the adoption of the Commission’s 2001 Rules of Procedure, states find it increasingly necessary to bring their national legislation and judicial practice into conformity with the Convention to avoid being held in violation of it.\(^{65}\)

The inter-American human rights system still lags behind its European counterpart in protecting human rights. The American continent continues to suffer from widespread poverty, corruption, discrimination, and illiteracy, not to mention archaic judicial systems that are badly in need of reform. The United States and Canada, as well as some of the Commonwealth Caribbean nations, have not yet ratified the Convention. Their absence has had a detrimental effect on the system, which it deprives of the participation of states with strong legal traditions in the human rights field. Although some national courts in the Americas have also been taking a long time to familiarize themselves with the practice of the Convention institutions and to give domestic legal effect to the rulings of the Court, that situation has improved notably in recent years.\(^{66}\) Moreover, notwithstanding the problems the region faces, substantial progress has undeniably been made over the years in the protection of human rights in the Americas.

**The African Human Rights System**

The African human rights system evolved in two distinct stages in a manner somewhat similar to that of its inter-American counterpart. The first stage consisted of the adoption in 1981
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\(^{62}\) Inter-Am. Comm’n on Human Rights, Rules of Procedure, Art. 44, available at <http://www.iachr.org/Basicos/basic16.htm>. These rules also give individuals an opportunity to be heard by the Commission on the question of referral of the case to the Court. Id., Art. 43.


\(^{64}\) American Convention, supra note 57, Art. 64; see generally JO M. PASQUALUCCI, THE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE OF THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS (2003).

\(^{65}\) For a collection of recent national court cases dealing with the decisions of the Inter-American Court, see DIALOGO JURISPRUDENCIAL, No. 1 (R. Cuéllar & P. Saavedra eds., IIDH, 2006).

\(^{66}\) Id.
by the Organization of African Unity, now the African Union, of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. It entered into force in 1986 and in the meantime has been ratified by all fifty-three member states of the African Union.67 The Charter created an African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, but not a court. The African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights was established later by means of a separate protocol that came into force in 2004. The Court was formally inaugurated only in 2006.

The catalog of rights that the African Charter guarantees differs from its European and inter-American counterparts in several important respects. The Charter proclaims not only rights but also duties, and it guarantees both individual and peoples’ rights. In addition to civil and political rights,68 the African Charter sets out a series of economic and social rights.69 The Charter permits the states parties to impose more extensive restrictions and limitations on the exercise of the rights it proclaims than the European and inter-American human rights instruments. It also does not contain a derogation clause, which leaves the question open whether all rights in the African Charter are derogable. The Charter’s catalog of rights was heavily influenced by the rights proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the two International Covenants on Human Rights. African historical traditions and customs are also reflected in some provisions of the Charter, particularly those dealing with duties of individuals and family matters.70

The Commission’s mandate is “to promote human and peoples’ rights and ensure their protection in Africa.”71 It is composed of eleven elected members who serve in their individual capacities. The Commission has promotional and quasi-judicial powers. It discharges its promotional functions by preparing studies, convening conferences and workshops, disseminating information, and collaborating with NGOs.72 The Commission has the power to make recommendations to governments, calling on them to address human rights problems that have come to its attention from its review of the periodic country reports the states parties are required to submit to it, as well as from other sources, including its own on-site visits and country studies.73

The Commission is also empowered to render interpretive opinions and to deal with interstate and individual complaints. The states parties, the African Union, and intergovernmental African organizations recognized by the latter may request advisory opinions from the Commission regarding interpretation of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.74

74 African Charter, supra note 70, Art. 45.
These advisory powers acquire a special significance in light of two Charter provisions. One of these is Article 60, which reads as follows:

The Commission shall draw inspiration from international law on human and peoples’ rights, particularly from the provisions of various African instruments on human and peoples’ rights, the Charter of the United Nations, the Charter of the [African Union], the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, other instruments adopted by the United Nations and by African countries in the field of human and peoples’ rights as well as from the provisions of various instruments adopted within the Specialized Agencies of the United Nations of which the parties to the present Charter are members.75

The other provision is Article 61. It contains the following language:

The Commission shall also take into consideration, as subsidiary measures to determine the principles of law, other general or special international conventions, laying down rules expressly recognized by member states of the [African Union], African practices consistent with international norms on human and peoples’ rights, customs generally accepted as law, general principles of law recognized by African states as well as legal precedents and doctrine. 76

These interesting and unique provisions provide the Commission with a valuable legislative tool capable of ensuring that its interpretations of the African Charter keep pace with developments in the international human rights field in general. Through the years, the Commission has increasingly relied on these provisions with a view to strengthening the normative contents of the African Charter.77

The powers of the African Commission to deal with interstate and individual communications are much more limited than those conferred by the European and inter-American human rights treaties. The Commission is so constrained in part because its findings with regard to the communications it receives cannot be made public without the permission of the African Union’s Assembly of Heads of State and Government, a political body that has traditionally not been inclined to take strong action against serious violators of human rights. The Commission’s power to deal with individual petitions is limited, furthermore, to “cases which reveal the existence of a series of serious or massive violations of human and peoples’ rights.”78 Thus, what we have here is not really a mechanism for individual petitions as it exists in the two other regional human rights systems. It is, rather, a procedure that permits individuals to file petitions charging massive or persistent violations of human rights, but not individual violations of one or the other right guaranteed by the African Charter. It is worth noting, though, that in the past the African Commission found ways around this problem by hearing claims that on their face may not have met the strict requirements of the above provision.79

75 Id., Art. 60.
76 Id., Art. 61.
77 For an analysis of this practice, see Viljoen, supra note 70, at 323–24.
78 African Charter, supra note 70, Art. 58(1). Note that this language is quite similar to the language of ECOSOC Resolution 1503, supra note 24.
79 For an analysis of some of this practice, see BUERGENTHAL, SHELTON, & STEWART, supra note 21, at 300–09; Frans Viljoen, Admissibility Under the African Charter, in AFRICAN CHARTER, 1986–2000, supra note 68, at 61; Rachel Murray, Evidence and Fact-Finding by the African Commission, in id. at 100.
The new African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights, whose function it is to “complement the protective mandate” of the African Commission, has contentious and advisory jurisdiction. Its contentious jurisdiction is broader than that of the European and inter-American Courts; it extends to disputes arising not only under the Charter and the Protocol establishing the Court, but also “under any other relevant Human Rights instrument ratified by the States concerned.” On its face, this broad language would permit the Court to adjudicate disputes between African states even with regard to non-African human rights instruments to which they are parties. The Court’s contentious jurisdiction covers cases filed by the African Commission, states parties that are applicants and respondents in cases heard before the Commission, states parties whose citizens are victims of human rights violations, and African intergovernmental organizations. NGOs with observer status before the Commission and individuals as such may also institute proceedings before the Court, provided the state party against which the case is filed previously recognized that right in a separate declaration.

The Court also has extensive advisory jurisdiction powers. These are spelled out in Article 4(1) of the Protocol, which reads as follows:

> At the request of a Member State of the [African Union], the [AU], any of its organs, or any African organization recognized by the [AU], the Court may provide an opinion on any legal matter relating to the Charter or any other relevant human rights instruments, provided that the subject matter of the opinion is not related to a matter being examined by the Commission.

It remains to be seen how the Court will interpret the phrase “any other relevant human rights instruments” in dealing with requests for advisory opinions. This open-ended language might be read to permit the Court to render advisory opinions relating to any human rights instruments whatsoever. It might also be argued that the reference to “relevant” instruments was intended to indicate that Article 4(1) referred only to human rights instruments relevant to the interpretation of the Charter.

Since the African Court came into being only in 2006, we cannot know how it will interpret the important powers the Protocol confers on it or how long it will take for it to make a significant contribution to the protection of human and peoples’ rights in Africa. The future of the Court has been further complicated by the African Union’s conclusion of yet another Protocol that calls for the establishment of an African Court of Justice. When this Protocol enters
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82 Id., Art. 3.

83 Id., Arts. 5, 34(6).


85 Protocol, supra note 81, Art. 4(1).

into force, the new court is supposed to be merged with the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights. What impact such a merger will have on the latter Court’s role is still too early to say. Moreover, the political, economic, and social problems Africa faces are much more severe than the comparable problems that plague the Americas or Europe. In addition to severe poverty and corruption, the African continent continues to be the victim of wars and internal armed conflicts that have killed millions of human beings, while AIDS is ravaging the entire populations of some countries. Africa has also not been able to rid itself of authoritarian regimes, some of which still hold power. It will therefore not be easy in the short term for the African Court and Commission to create an effective regional human rights system.

V. OTHER DEVELOPMENTS

The Charter of the United Nations and the human rights instruments and machinery it has spawned, together with the three regional human rights institutions described in the preceding sections, mark the centerpiece of the contemporary international human rights system. But there is much more to that system. It comprises, inter alia, the human rights instruments and protection mechanisms adopted by various specialized agencies of the United Nations, among them in particular the International Labour Organization and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Other intergovernmental organizations, notably the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe, have also made significant contributions to the protection of human rights in recent decades. Developments in the human rights field that deserve special mention include the continuing normative and institutional efforts to strengthen the enjoyment of internationally proclaimed economic, social, and cultural rights and the protection of minorities and other vulnerable groups, among them internally displaced persons and indigenous populations. As the contents of the Declaration and Programme of Action adopted at the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna demonstrated, the contemporary international human rights agenda is an ever-expanding

87 For a comprehensive overview, see MERON, supra note 33.
89 Fons Coomans, UNESCO and Human Rights, in AN INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS: A TEXTBOOK 181 (Raija Hanski & Markku Suksi eds., 1999).
92 These topics are dealt with in a number of essays appearing in HUMAN RIGHTS: CONCEPT AND STANDARDS, supra note 91, at 231–341. For further material, see THE RIGHTS OF MINORITIES IN EUROPE (Marc Weller ed., 2005); HUMAN RIGHTS PROTECTION FOR REFUGEES, ASYLUM-SEEKERS, AND INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS: A GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL MECHANISMS AND PROCEDURES (Joan Fitzpatrick ed., 2001).
work in progress. This fact is also readily apparent from the recent developments described below.

**International Criminal Tribunals**

In the 1990s, following the Rwandan genocide and the horrendous crimes that were then being committed in the Balkan conflict, the international community finally realized that existing human rights mechanisms were not effective in dealing with such crimes and that the creation of international tribunals with jurisdiction to try the individuals responsible for those crimes was essential. As a result, the UN Security Council established the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, the first such international criminal courts to come into being in more than half a century after the Nuremberg and Tokyo war crimes tribunals. In addition, the need to establish these tribunals on an ad hoc basis in the absence of a permanent international criminal court revived long-dormant efforts to create such a court, which bore fruit in 2002 with the entry into force of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. Today some hundred states are parties to the Rome Statute.

The establishment of these three tribunals, as well as other ad hoc international criminal tribunals, constitutes a further important step in the long struggle to protect human rights. The earlier focus on developing and strengthening the legal norms and institutions that would hold states responsible for the human rights violations by their governments frequently proved to be ineffective in getting at the root of the problem, for it failed to provide adequate mechanisms to punish the individuals who had ordered or committed large-scale violations of human rights. As a rule, the governments that were held liable for the violations had come to power when the culpable regimes were no longer in charge. Moreover, the former leaders who had oppressed the people, and frequently also impoverished the country while enriching themselves, were often living in opulent retirement. All these considerations compelled the conclusion that the traditional remedy needed to be reinforced with international judicial mechanisms allowing the criminal prosecution of the individuals responsible for serious human rights violations that amounted to offenses under international criminal law. This is the mandate of the permanent International Criminal Court, which has its seat in The Hague, Netherlands.

**Truth Commissions**

Truth commissions are another type of institution that has come into being in recent decades: ad hoc bodies that fit somewhere between traditional human rights institutions and international criminal tribunals. Truth commissions are usually set up to investigate large-scale violations of human rights committed in a country during a protracted civil war or following
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96 For the relevant texts, see INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW: A COLLECTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN INSTRUMENTS (Christine van den Wyngaert ed., 2005).
the demise of a particularly brutal regime.97 In addition to investigating these events, truth commissions are frequently charged with recommending measures for national reconciliation, including the preparation of impartial accounts of the causes that led to a given conflict. The composition of truth commissions has tended to vary from country to country. Some have been national commissions, others have been mixed, consisting of nationals and foreign members, while still others have been international in that they were composed entirely of foreigners.98 The best-known national truth and reconciliation commissions were those established in Argentina99 and South Africa.100 The truth commission in Guatemala,101 for example, was mixed, whereas the United Nations Truth Commission for El Salvador102 was composed entirely of foreign nationals. The establishment of the Guatemalan and Salvadoran truth commissions was provided for in the UN-sponsored peace agreements that the insurgents in those two countries concluded with their respective governments.

Nongovernmental Organizations

Another important and relatively recent development can be seen in the phenomenal growth of human rights NGOs.103 As UN and regional human rights institutions have multiplied, so have NGOs that monitor, promote, and criticize their activities. Some of them were created to advance the protection of human rights in general or in various organizations, such as the United Nations; others concern themselves only with the regional human rights bodies or institutions, for example, the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe. Some NGOs are international in character and have offices or links in different regions of the world; others work only at the national level. Depending upon their charters, these organizations perform a variety of functions. They represent petitioners before international judicial and quasi-judicial human rights institutions; they lobby national and international political bodies on human rights issues; and they publicize human rights violations in their own countries or abroad. Some of them focus on one specific issue, such as health; others deal with a whole range of issues. A few NGOs prepare reports on human rights conditions in specific countries. They frequently submit these reports to UN human rights rapporteurs and to members of UN

98 Thomas Buergenthal, Truth Commissions: Functions and Due Process, in VÖLKERRECHT ALS WERTORDNUNG—COMMON VALUES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW: ESSAYS IN HONOUR OF CHRISTIAN TOMUSCHAT 103 (Pierre-Marie Dupuy et al. eds., 2006).
human rights treaty bodies to challenge the claims governments make in their official periodic human rights reports. Similar NGO reports may also be presented to international and national aid agencies that take human rights conditions into account in making country-funding decisions. NGOs regularly advocate the ratification of human rights conventions, the conclusion of additional human rights treaties, and the creation of new human rights mechanisms. Powerful coalitions of NGOs also contributed significantly to garnering governmental support for the establishment of the International Criminal Court and the ratification of its Statute.

As a group, the human rights NGOs have been playing an ever more important role in helping to transform the conglomerate of weak institutions that constitute the international human rights system into an institutional machinery that will make it increasingly more difficult for states to give mere lip service to their international human rights obligations. In this connection, it is worth remembering that the adoption of the large number of international and regional human rights instruments now on the books not only internationalized the subject of human rights; it also legitimated the activities of NGOs in promoting these rights and thus contributed to their growth. Some states still try to characterize their national or some international NGOs as subversive institutions or seek to outlaw them for a variety of other reasons, but these efforts are often hampered by the growing political status and influence of the organizations. Taken together, NGOs have become a powerful pressure group in the service of international human rights.

**Human Rights in Domestic Legal Orders**

The proliferation of human rights treaties and the emergence of international and regional human rights tribunals with jurisdiction to interpret and apply these treaties have prompted an increasing number of states to accord human rights treaties a special status in their national constitutions. That status facilitates the domestic implementation of the decisions of these tribunals. It also contributes to a legal and political climate in the countries concerned that enables their judiciaries and legislatures to take international and regional human rights obligations into account without having to face some of the constitutional obstacles that have traditionally impeded effective domestic compliance with international judicial and quasi-judicial decisions.

Various countries in Europe and the Americas have pioneered these constitutional changes, influenced in part by their past experience with dictatorial regimes and the emergence in those countries that have more recently undergone transitions to democracy. The adoption of the new Russian constitution in 1993, for example, was in part a response to the shortcomings of the old constitution in ensuring protection of human rights. The new constitution contains a number of provisions that reflect international human rights standards and practices, and it provides a basis for the development of a legal and political climate conducive to the effective implementation of international human rights obligations. The same can be said for other countries in Central and Eastern Europe that have undergone similar transitions.
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104 For an overview of the diverse activities human rights NGOs perform, see NGOS AND HUMAN RIGHTS: PROMISE AND PERFORMANCE (Claude Welch ed., 2000). See also KOREY, supra note 13. Despite its limiting title, this book provides interesting insights into the diverse human rights activities of contemporary NGOs.


regions of strong human rights systems, which were created in part to prevent the return to power of such regimes. One of the most interesting constitutional provisions in this regard is Article 10(2) of the Spanish Constitution of 1978, which reads as follows: “The norms relative to basic rights and liberties which are recognized by the Constitution shall be interpreted in conformity with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the international treaties and agreements on those matters ratified by Spain.” In complying with this provision, Spanish courts have looked not only to the language of the Universal Declaration and the human rights treaties to which Spain is a party, but also to the case law of international tribunals interpreting these treaties, in particular the judgments of the European Court of Human Rights. As a practical matter, this approach has had the effect of transforming the European Court’s judgments into Spanish constitutional jurisprudence. Other countries, among them Argentina, have conferred constitutional rank on human rights treaties. Argentina did so when it amended its Constitution in 1994 and adopted a new Article 75(22). That provision confers constitutional rank on various international human rights instruments, including the American Convention on Human Rights and the two International Covenants on Human Rights. Also included in that list are the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man. The reference to the latter two instruments, both adopted in the form of nonbinding resolutions, no doubt reflects the view of some states that these declarations have acquired a normative character. Another constitutional development worth noting is the amendment by Costa Rica of its Constitution in 1989, which established a constitutional chamber within the Supreme Court. The legislation implementing the amendment granted the new chamber the power, inter alia, to issue writs of habeas corpus and amparo to protect individuals claiming the denial of rights guaranteed them under both the Costa Rican Constitution and any human rights treaty ratified by that state. In this regard, it is also noteworthy that the Austrian law ratifying the European Convention on Human Rights declared the treaty to have the normative rank of a constitutional law.

A large number of countries, particularly in Europe and Latin America, consider many provisions of various human rights treaties, especially those guaranteeing civil and political rights such as the European and American Conventions and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights to be self-executing in character. As such, they become directly applicable domestic law. In other countries, incorporating legislation is required to make a treaty


111 See Manfred Nowak, Allgemeine Bemerkungen zur Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention aus völkerrechtlicher und innenstaatlicher Sicht, in DIE EUROPAISCHEN MENSCHENRECHTSKONVENTION IN DER RECHTSPRECHUNG DER ÖSTERREICHISCHEN HöCHSTGERICHTE 37, 47–50 (F. Ermacora, M. Nowak, & H. Tretter eds., 1983).

112 See THE EXECUTION OF STRASBOURG AND GENEVA HUMAN RIGHTS DECISIONS IN THE NATIONAL LEGAL ORDER (T. Barkuysen, M. L. van Emmerik, & P. H. P. H. M. C. van Kempen eds., 1999); ENFORCING INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS IN DOMESTIC COURTS (Benedetto Conforti & Francesco Francioni eds., 1997).
provision directly applicable. The United Kingdom, for example, promulgated such a law in 1998 with respect to the European Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{113} Some other countries have adopted similar measures.\textsuperscript{114}

The foregoing national constitutional developments hold great importance for the protection of human rights. They make it possible for international human rights treaties and the decisions of international tribunals applying these instruments to have a direct impact on the domestic administration of justice. That, in the long run, is the best way to ensure the effective implementation of internationally guaranteed human rights.

**Human Rights in International Relations**

The activities of international and regional human rights institutions, as well as the work of human rights NGOs, have gradually changed governmental perceptions of the role human rights play in contemporary international relations. The decision of the Carter administration to elevate human rights to a high-priority item on the foreign policy agenda of the United States\textsuperscript{115} not only reflected the political importance it attached to the protection of human rights. The decision had a domino effect, leading some other governments to take similar positions and helping to transform a subject that had been treated as generally irrelevant from the point of view of Realpolitik into an issue that gradually gained substantial international political significance. As a result, more and more human rights issues began to appear on the agendas of intergovernmental conferences and bilateral diplomatic meetings. As international human rights gained currency, an increasing number of governments established special bureaus in their foreign or justice ministries to deal with such matters, giving the subject domestic bureaucratic relevance and policymaking clout it had not previously enjoyed.

All these recent developments have obviously not put an end to the many violations of human rights that are still victimizing millions of human beings in different parts of the world. It would be a mistake not to recognize, however, that with each passing day states find it politically more costly to engage in or tolerate massive violations of human rights. That phenomenon, in turn, has doubtless influenced many a government and its leaders to desist from pursuing policies likely to have serious economic and political consequences for them. Some of these consequences may consist of the loss of financial assistance from multinational or national funding agencies that today make their grants dependent on a country's human rights policies and practices.\textsuperscript{116} Other economic consequences may involve a reluctance of foreign corporations to invest in countries with poor human rights records. Similar considerations may also keep a country out of intergovernmental organizations or groupings, such as the Council

\textsuperscript{113} United Kingdom, Human Rights Act, 1998, c. 42.

\textsuperscript{114} The United States Senate, by contrast, has declared the provisions of all major human rights treaties ratified by the United States, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, to be non-self-executing. As a result, American courts are denied the opportunity to apply international human rights treaties to which the United States is a party. This position of the United States, as we have seen, runs counter to the contemporary approach of many countries, among them some leading democratic countries. For an eloquent critique of the U.S. position toward human rights treaties by an eminent American scholar on the subject, see Louis Henkin, U.S. Ratification of Human Rights Conventions: The Ghost of Senator Bricker, 89 AJIL 341 (1995).


\textsuperscript{116} See, e.g., BUERGENTHAL, SHELTON, & STEWART, supra note 21, at 386–87.
of Europe and the European Union, that demand strict adherence to human rights standards by applicant countries. Increasingly, too, countries that blatantly disregard their human rights obligations are coming to be seen as international pariahs, a status that invariably hurts their economic development, leads to political isolation, and may result in the imposition of economic sanctions.

VI. CONCLUSION

As this overview of the evolution of the contemporary international human rights system demonstrates, this branch of international law has experienced phenomenal growth over the past one hundred years. When the first volume of the American Journal of International Law was published in 1907, human beings qua human beings had no rights under international law. Today international law accords individuals a plethora of internationally guaranteed human rights. But because so much international human rights law has come into force and so many intergovernmental institutions have been created to give effect to it, one might be led to believe that the system as a whole is functioning well and that it is effective in protecting rights of human beings the world over. That is certainly not true! Although the international human rights system as it exists today is undeniably functioning better than many would have believed possible twenty or thirty years ago, it has not prevented the massive violations that have been, and continue to be, committed in many parts of the world. Equally, though, the system in place today—and here I refer not only to the formal institutions and legal norms, but also to the work being done by NGOs and various human rights bureaucracies both national and intergovernmental—has saved lives, improved the human rights conditions in many countries, and is succeeding in forcing an increasing number of governments to take their human rights obligations more seriously than before. That is progress regardless of how one defines it.

One phenomenon above all others has been a major contributing factor to the growing political impact of human rights on the conduct of international relations and the behavior of governments: the ever more pervasive and readily observable conviction of human beings around the world that they are entitled to the enjoyment of human rights. This phenomenon, I would argue, has taken on almost universal proportions and is attributable to several factors. First is the massive corpus of human rights legislation that the United Nations, its specialized agencies, and various regional organizations have promulgated and publicized over the years. Of equal impact is the growing importance the international community has come to attach to human rights as a priority item on the agendas of international diplomatic conferences and in bilateral and multilateral relations. This development grew out of the decades-long efforts by various NGOs and a handful of governments to call attention to human rights violations, to stigmatize the violators, and, in general, to make international human rights law more effective. Not to be overlooked, finally, is the global electronic communications explosion. It has played and continues to play an important role in focusing the world’s attention almost instantaneously on violations of human rights no matter where they occur. While over the years some government leaders in various countries and different extremist political groups have sought in a variety of ways to undermine these developments, their efforts have on the whole been unsuccessful. They have been unable to halt what has become a worldwide movement that has captured the imagination of human beings yearning to be treated humanely and with dignity.